Time hierarchy, equilibrium and non-equilibrium in metabolic systems.
A metabolic system consists of cooperating biochemical reactions. The motion is described by differential equations in the metabolites. The right-hand sides of these equations are linear combinations of the velocities of the individual reactions. These velocities depend in a non-linear manner on the metabolite concentrations (according to the law of mass action). A characteristic "metabolic" time may be defined for the motion of the whole system. It scales the essential metabolic events whose evolution time is comparable to this metabolite time unit. The constituent reactions of the metabolic system have an individual characteristic time which need not coincide with the general metabolic time. The individual time characterises the approach to the individual equilibrium of the isolated undisturbed reaction. According to the ratio of these two time scales, a single reaction may be fast, or slow, or essential, as compared with the metabolic events. Characteristic time of a single reaction and its steady-state deviation from equilibrium are closely related. It can be shown that the relative deviation from equilibrium of a reaction within the metabolic network is of the same numerical order as the ratio between individual time to metabolic time. The interaction of many reactions with different characteristic times introduces a time hierarchy into the system. This can be made transparent by appropriate scaling and by linear transformation of the system. The subsystem of fast cooperating reactions (dehydrogenases, phosphotransferases) attains a state which is near to the individual equilibrium and reestablishes this state after perturbation. The equilibration is fast; an ultrarapid phase of cofactor equilibrium can be distinguished from the fast phase of substrate equilibrium (exchange of metabolic material between different pathways). During the slower metabolic phase these near-equilibria manifest themselves as stoichiometric linkage between unrelated metabolites. The latter cease to be independent variables and combine to metabolic pools. It can be strictly shown that the essential variables at the metabolic time scale are carrier pools and the degree of occupancy of these carriers by metabolic groups. Chemically different types of carrier pools may be functionally linked together by fast reactions. A consequence of such an arrangement of reactions are distance effects: Changes at one end of a metabolic map may be directly conveyed to other pathways via stoichiometric linkage brought about by fast equilibration of cofactor reactions.